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As someone who has been 
professionally involved with 
education for almost 37 years, 
in both public and independent 
schools, I’ve witnessed my share 
of changes through the years. Lots 
of ideas, methods, techniques, 
and practices have come and 
gone in the name of progress. 
A colleague once remarked 
that, “Nothing is trendier than 
education.” Perhaps this is true. 

As Seattle Country Day School celebrates its 50th year as an independent school, 
one essential cornerstone of our school has not changed—our commitment to 
mission-appropriate students who are highly capable, keenly curious, motivated by 
the intrinsic love of learning, and enjoy the creative challenges of problem solving.

Also relatively unchanged at SCDS is our emphasis on depth over breadth. I vividly 
recall, early in my SCDS tenure, a 5th grade girl exiting the school during a fire drill. 
She was clearly very upset. I watched her descend some steps to the playground 
where roll was to be taken and I heard her say to a classmate in an angry and 
adamant voice, “We’re wasting valuable [science] lab time with this fire drill!” 
When students take a deep dive into a science experiment, a piece of literature, 
a math equation, or a biography research project, learning can be intense and 
extraordinary. 

While these essential characteristics of the SCDS learning culture remain 
paramount, students’ academic and intellectual growth has been complemented in 
recent years with attention to a child’s affective growth. For the past several years, 
our inclusion of Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) into lessons, classrooms, and 
advisory in all grades, has improved our campus climate according to our latest 
survey data gleaned from all school constituencies. 

Student participation in sports has increased significantly in the last several years. 
Third grade has been added to the SCDS renowned Ultimate [frisbee] program. 
Debate, drama, and speech have been included in the curriculum or extracurricular 
activities. Affinity clubs have sprouted in the middle school, and school-wide 
sustainability efforts have taken root. 

This emphasis on the “whole child” is nothing new. The YMCA, founded in 1844, 
remains an organization dedicated to “Spirt, Mind, and Body.” 4-H Clubs (“Head, 
Heart, Hands, and Health”) began in rural America over 125 years ago to help 
round-out youth, and Lick-Wilmerding, an independent San Francisco high school 
founded in 1895, still promotes its founding virtues, “Head-Heart-Hands,” in their 
curriculum to “build lives of consequence and fulfillment.” 

In this issue of Kinetics, I hope you recognize how strengthening elements of the 
“whole child” can enhance the SCDS mission. After all, we teach the child as well 
as the subject. 

Best,

michael g. murphy
head oF school

the scds mission

Inspiring gifted 
children to reach  
their potential  
through inquiry, 
curiosity, and  
wonder.

seattlecountryday.org

Kinetics is produced by the 
SCDS Advancement Office for its 
current—and former—families and 
friends. Inquiries may be sent to: 
andreasanders@seattlecountryday.org



In this issue of Kinetics, we are highlighting stories of a handful of 
alumni athletes whose drive, leadership, and resiliency wasn’t learned 
overnight. The foundation they built at SCDS—and variety of tools 
they added to growing repertoires along the way—provided a unique 
approach to training and conditioning. Each athletic highlight provides 
a glimpse of their beginnings, successes, and challenges and how their 
experience at SCDS helped shape them along the way. 

Whether you find them on the trails, field, fencing strip, or in the water, 
SCDS students develop the tools to succeed at almost anything they may 
choose to pursue, training their bodies to excel, alongside their minds.

Excel

Training

Minds&

Bodies
To

scds fosters 
creativity and 
encourages inquiry 
not only in the 
classroom, but on 
the green top, in 
the gym, and on 
the playing fields. 

This past fall, SCDS grades 4-5 soccer players race 
for the goal. Photo credit: Winston Yeung.
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HoW DID You STarT? 
Beyond SCDS, I 
continued to participate 
in sports throughout 
my high school and 
college years. I received 
the NCAA First Team 
Academic All-American 
Team honor after 
playing my senior  
year on University  
of Portland’s  
baseball team.

BIggEST HIgHlIgHT: My favorite memory was off 
the field. We had just swept Pepperdine—who 
we historically had trouble beating—and were 
driving back on the Pacific Coast Highway to the 
Los Angeles airport from Malibu. The weather was 
perfect, scenery beautiful, and spirits were high. 

grEaTEST CHallEngE: One of the greatest 
challenges I faced, was turning a baseball team 
that had been conditioned to losing (67-89 over the 
first three years I was there) into one that expected 
to win. It was great to have a 34-18 record my 
senior year, but also challenging not playing well 
enough to get to the post-season.

HoW DID SCDS SHapE You? Competing on 
sports teams at SCDS helped me learn from both 
successes and failures. SCDS encouraged finding 
something you enjoy and going after it with 
conviction. This is hugely important in athletics,  
but also applies to the rest of life.

Ben Collins ’97

HoW DID You STarT? When I was at Seattle Country Day 
School, I began swimming and continued to do so into my 
middle and high school years. I wanted to keep competing and 
find something athletic and social that I could do in college. 
I now run between 12 and 20 races each year and during the 
season, average one every two weeks (bencollins.org). 

BIggEST HIgHlIgHT: I won the New York City Triathlon a couple 
of times; it has always been one of the biggest highlights of 
my year. New York is where I attended college, and I consider 
it my home away from Seattle. Competing on the US National 
Team for three years was also an incredible experience in 
which I traveled the world with fellow athletes. 

grEaTEST CHallEngE: Competing as a triathlete is a unique 
profession; competition and making a living don’t always go 
hand-in-hand. I’ve learned to take charge of more than just 
competing, but making a business out of my resolve and how I 
represent myself as an athlete. 

HoW DID SCDS SHapE You? We had Winterim Fridays, and 
exposure to a number of sports at a young age gave me a 
broad skill set. When I was introduced to a sport, I was able to 
pick it up quickly. Doc O’s class and learning about anatomy—
specifically the heart—was also a huge influence; I can still 
name most of the anatomy and gene sequences!

TrIaTHlonS 

CJ Cullen ’02

BaSEBall

“ SCDS encouraged finding 
something you enjoy and going 
after it with conviction.” 
cJ cullen ’02
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Lindsay Meyer ’03
HoW DID You STarT? 
I started rowing in April of my 
8th grade year. My mom was a 
rower, and one day I decided I 
wanted to learn a thing or two 
about rowing as well, so I asked 
her to take me out in a boat. I 
was hooked from the first day 
and haven’t looked back since.

BIggEST HIgHlIgHT: 
I’ve had a lot of fantastic races 
in several different boat classes. 
Making it to the 2008 Olympics 
and placing 5th in the quadruple 
sculls is an obvious highlight; we 
didn’t have our best race when 
we needed it most, but it taught 
me a lot about how to bounce 
back from disappointment. 
Competing in the single at 
Junior Worlds and attaining a 

bronze medal was an incredible highlight. Finally, earlier in my career, winning 
the NCAA team (and individual) trophy for the Varsity Eight my freshman year 
at Stanford was a momentous occasion where the team nearly sank the dock 
sharing the news. 

grEaTEST CHallEngE: Maintaining motivation throughout years of training has 
been my greatest challenge. I have been competing internationally or trying out 
for the international squads for over ten years and—while I wouldn’t give it up 
for anything—starting so young has made it difficult for me to find that perfect 
balance. Thankfully, I have had the support of friends and family along the way 
who have helped me continue to love and grow in the sport and maintain a life 
outside of rowing.

HoW DID SCDS SHapE You? My experiences at SCDS helped me most in 
my ability to problem solve. We were given a fair amount of independence which 
forced us to learn how to do things for ourselves and figure out the solution to a 
problem before asking for help. rowing—and sculling especially—requires a lot 
of critical thinking. Especially in boats without a coxswain, it’s crucial to be able 
to make decisions, even when your body is under extreme amounts of stress.

roWIng

Below: SCDS student athletes compete throughout the year in team sports.  
Photo credit (L to r): Will Daugherty, aaron Weingeist, Winston Yeung, and Joseph Tchen.

“  My experiences  
at SCDS helped me 
most in my ability 
to problem solve.” 
lindsay meyer ’03
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Caroline Motzer ’11
HoW DID You STarT? 
I have been rowing 
for over four years. I 
started the last half 
of 8th grade with my 
SCDS friends, Monica 
and Anna as part 
of a SCDS physical 
education class. 

BIggEST HIgHlIgHT: 
The biggest highlight 
was being in the stroke 
seat of the Varsity Eight 
and the Varsity Four 
at the Youth National 
rowing Championships 
last summer. It was 
difficult racing two 

events, but it was also one of the most rewarding rowing 
experiences I have had. We did pretty well, especially in 
the Four, where we came in 8th nationally. I’m looking 
forward to rowing for Cornell University this coming fall.

grEaTEST CHallEngE: One of the greatest issues I 
have faced is time commitment. We usually practice 
five to six times each week for over two hours. Last 
year, during Nationals training, I had practice 12 times 
every week. Sometimes, it can get easy to “burn out”  
when you practice so much, but it’s important to remember 
the big picture, and keep your training goals in mind. 

HoW DID SCDS SHapE You? SCDS helped me learn to trust 
myself and taught me how to manage my time. I learned 
how to not be afraid to pursue things that interested me 
and it also taught me to ask questions! This concept allows 
me to get a better idea of the rowing stroke and see it in 
different ways. Not only did SCDS give me a great basis 
of knowledge going into my high school career, but it 
provided me with the confidence that is necessary both in 
academic situations and sports competitions.

roWIng

Sofia Simontov ’13
HoW DID You STarT?  
My brother Benjamin ‘11 
thought it would be fun 
to try fencing and signed 
up for summer camp, so I 
joined him. I started fencing 
during the summer of 2008 
at a camp hosted by the 
former coach for the Ohio 
State fencing NCAA team. 
After the camp, I decided 
to continue fencing at Salle 
Auriol Seattle. 

BIggEST HIgHlIgHT: The 
greatest highlight of my 

career would be my recent 7th place medal in Division 
1A at Columbus Nationals in 2014, finishing alongside a 
Penn, Princeton, NYU, and two current Harvard NCAA 
fencers. This was the day I achieved an A14 rating and 
gained valuable experiences that balanced my mindset 
emotionally and physically towards the sport.

grEaTEST CHallEngE: Fencing is not just physical exercise, 
but how your brain handles situations it may or may not 
be accustomed to; my greatest challenge is controlling 
my emotions on the fencing piste (strip). This is something 
I continue to work on every day which translates to 
becoming a better fencer.

HoW DID SCDS SHapE You? SCDS is a large factor in what 
kind of athlete I am today and taught me an extraordinary 
type of sportsmanship. Coach John Shepherd, my 5th 
grade P.E. teacher, taught us the importance of teamwork. 
Mary Lowry, my 7th and 8th grade social studies teacher, 
gave me insight on how to best formulate ideas for myself 
and I use this to make quick decisions about my next move 
and calculate risk. My middle school Spanish teacher, 
Maricarmen Navarro, prepared me for straightforward 
thinking through constructive criticism now used by my 
coach and fencing officials. At SCDS, I learned from my 
mistakes, gained valuable knowledge, and developed a 
curiosity that is vital for the sport.

fEnCIng

Have a suggestion on  
who should be featured  
in a future issue?
Possibly an alumni artist, entrepreneur, or author?  
Send us an email: alumni@seattlecountryday.org.

 
Below: SCDS students compete in Spring reign, 2014. 
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sustainable 
SChooL DaY

The

in 1964, Seattle Country 
Day School was a different 
place. initially located in a 
church basement in Burien, 
sustainability wasn’t on 
the forefront of everyone’s 
mind. Fifty years later—
on a daily basis—SCDS 
continues to evaluate and 
refine how the school can 
be more sustainable. From 
healthier transportation 
habits to waste-free 
lunches, we invite you to 
take a peek at a sustainable 
day at SCDS in 2015.

SCDS students embrace sustainability from 
“walking school buses” to “no idling” 
reminders, book swaps, and composting!

There is no limiT To 
Teaching young minds 
Through inquiry, 
curiosiTy, and Wonder 
To care for and proTecT 
The environmenT!
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off to the right start
8:00 a.m. Sustainability starts early at SCDS with Healthy 
Transportation Habits (HTH). As students, teachers, and 
administrators file onto campus, some walk, others bike, and many 
catch the bus or carpool. As part of SCDS’s ongoing commitment to 
be a good neighbor, healthy transportation is encouraged. No small 
feat for a campus perched atop a busy, steep, and often, wet hill!

“I started to set a good example,” says Head of School,  
Michael Murphy, who walks to school in the morning, then  
catches public transportation home. “But now I see walking  
as a good morning exercise.”

Encouraged by parent volunteers Elta ratliff and Jean Lee who 
formed the SCDS Sustainability Committee in 2012, Murphy—
alongside countless SCDS families, students, and teachers—
participated in a week-long healthy transportation campaign. 
Increased levels of walking, busing, biking, and carpooling to 
campus ensued, and SCDS achieved Level 1 certification from 
Washington Green Schools in Healthy Transportation Habits.

Last spring, SCDS partnered with Cascade Bicycle Club and Bike 
Works to teach 5th grade students safe urban cycling techniques. 
During this two-day event leading up to Earth Day, students 
participated in an educational assembly, on-campus skill building 
bicycle rodeo, and volunteer-led neighborhood ride. 

This year, SCDS is “gearing up” to host the 4th annual HTH event 
and 2nd annual Urban Cycling event—getting not only the school 
day off to a great start, but the year off to a strong finish.

lessons in sustainability
10:00 a.m. Students in Mark Holtzen’s 3rd grade 
class are looking at worms. SCDS has two worm 
bins on campus that Holtzen introduces the 3rd 
grade class to every year. They discover what 
worms do, how they work, and—their immensely 
important, but mostly unseen—role in our world. 

Holtzen brought the worm bin idea with him 
when he started at SCDS ten years ago after 
hearing about it at a science conference years 
prior. “It has developed into a nice full-circle 
project,” says Holtzen. “Yes, worms eating our 
food waste is fascinating, but how powerful for 
kids to see that their food waste can be vermi-
composted here and create great fertilizer to 
feed the plants and trees of our campus.”

Worm compost isn’t limited to the classroom; 
a few years ago, Holtzen and Middle School 
Science Teacher, Ellie Peterson, came up with the 
idea of doing a plant sale. Peterson’s 6th graders 
plant seeds and Holtzen’s 3rd graders sprinkle 
in some of their worm compost. They water the 
seeds for a few weeks, and the students sell the 
seedlings at a spring plant sale. Proceeds go to 
charities of the kids’ choice.

Worm compost also makes its way up to the 4th 
floor of the middle school building, where it’s 
used as compost in the Jayasri Ghosh Terrace 
rooftop Garden. The garden, constructed in the 
spring of 2014 with support from SCDS teacher, 
Jason Smoker, consists of several rolling beds 
outfitted with an automatic irrigation system. It 
presents countless opportunities for growth for 
students and members of the SCDS Garden Club.

other Ways scds is practicing sustainability:
» Middle School Service Learning Projects
» environmental Field Trips
» Tree Plantings at David rodgers Park
» Plant Sales
» Winter Clothing Drives

SCDS grades 7-8 Science Teacher, James Spies, leads a bike-to-school ride.

SCDS students roll up their sleeves to support composting efforts. 
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reducing Waste:  
one lunch at a Time
12:15 p.m. Students race down the stairs to the 
lunchroom to enjoy their Nutritional Excellence 
for Students and Teachers (NEST) waste-free 
lunch. After they finish, students sort what is 
left from their lunches: compost, recycling, 
and waste. SCDS actively encourages students 
who bring their lunch from home to use 
reusable containers and silverware and to avoid 
individually packaged snacks.

Waste-free lunches began in 2013 when the 
3rd grade group, C Squared, wanted to look at 
waste in the lunchroom. Using an inquiry-based 
approach, they chose their own questions to 
investigate and then collected and analyzed 
data. Topics of investigation included: how many 
napkins were used during lunch; how many 
whole pieces of fruit were thrown away; and 
what was the least popular dessert. Working 
with advisors at the time—Alice Baggett, Winnie 
Young, and Jackie Bradley—they had a great 
time sharing their findings with one another and 
also in a lower school assembly.

During the 2012-13 school year, former Lower 
School Head, Jackie Bradley, led a group of 
parents and teachers through the process of 
defining and implementing a Waste-Free Lunch 
and Snack Program.

“In September 2013, Michael Murphy asked me 
to form a committee of parents and teachers to 
look for a new and healthier lunch service for 
our students,” says Bradley. “In researching a 
variety of school lunch vendors, the committee 
became aware of not only healthier food choices 
for our students, but also a more environmental 
approach of no-waste lunches. Thus began our 
work to encourage a no-waste snack and lunch 
program that also tied into classroom parties 
and school sports events.”

service after class
2:50 p.m. Classes are dismissed and two 3rd grade students dash 
down the hallway stopping into classrooms and keeping a careful 
count of the trash and recycling receptacles they find. Their friends 
and fellow Green Team members are in Lower School Head, Tom 
Darlow’s, office diligently creating a map on which to record their 
report. The goal of this afternoon’s activity is to identify where waste 
is created and disposed; the next step will be to see what form the 
waste takes whether it is recycle, compost, or trash. 

The Green Team—an after-school club for 3rd graders—provides 
an opportunity to learn more about the environment and participate 
in action projects to help support the school’s pursuit of its second 
Washington Green Schools certification. 

“They identify a problem, they come up with a solution, and they 
implement it,” says Darlow. “So often kids don’t get the chance to 
solve problems in the real world, but here they do.”   

The Green Team’s mission to “make the world a greener place” is a 
mantra that SCDS has embraced with activities including waste-free 
lunches, healthy transportation habits, and various swaps throughout 
the year. 

community Touch
3:00 p.m. Sustainability isn’t limited to school day hours. In fact, 
several times each year, parents are invited to help SCDS reduce, 
reuse, and recycle through various swaps including: books, winter 
gear, and Halloween costumes.

This spring SCDS is holding its 4th annual book swap that will likely 
feature between 1,300 -1,500 gently used books. The swap was started 
by parent volunteers Christie Schofield and Susan Hood back in 2012. 

“What I find 
remarkable is 
the high quality 
of books we 
receive. We 
may get two or 
three that are 
falling apart, 
but the bulk 
of the books 
are in excellent 
condition,” 
says Schofield. 

“The other cool thing is that we typically give 200-300 of those books 
to the Seattle7Writers, which runs a Pocket Library program, and our 
remaining works are given to shelters for homeless children.”

Whether before, during, or after school hours, the sustainable school 
day at SCDS continues to evolve. SCDS has come a long way over 
the course of 50 years and plans to make the next 50 even more 
sustainable. However, one thought SCDS does like to recycle: There 
is no limit to teaching young minds through inquiry, curiosity, and 
wonder to care for and protect the environment!

Plants thrive in the rooftop garden.

Lower school students display their “top picks”  
from the annual book swap.
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1960s seattle country day school (scds) had humble 
beginnings in a church basement in burien ...
however, persevered and thrived led by the vision 
of founding head of school, lucile beckman.

1970s

1990s enrollment began to skyrocket, scds became a fully 
accredited member of pacific northwest association 
of independent schools, and renovations of the then 
math/science building took place. 

2000s

HErE’S TO 50 YEArS!
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1970s scds relocated to Forest ridge, 
then temple de hirsch before finally 
settling into its present location on 
Queen anne hill. 

1980s a 25th anniversary was celebrated along with the 
appointment of a new head of school, dr. Jayasri 
ghosh. class trips, Winterim, technology, and 
traditions began to take stronger shape. 

2000s scds celebrated 40 years,  
michael murphy stepped in as 
head of school, and A Place to 
Grow Capital Campaign ensued.

2010+ scds got its “gym in shape,” social and emotional 
learning (sel) launched, the playground was refreshed, 
technology tools advanced, and scds continues to 
thrive on the academic and extracurricular fronts!

HErE’S TO 50 YEArS!
InSpIrIng gIfTED CHIlDrEn 
To rEaCH THEIr poTEnTIal 
THrougH InquIrY, 
CurIoSITY, anD WonDEr
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SEl
EnHanCIng SEaTTlE CounTrY DaY SCHool’S ClImaTE THrougH

SEL—or Social and Emotional Learning—is 
a method of learning about emotions and 
relationship skills. It connects the head to the 
heart. Lessons focus on life skills such as how to 
show empathy, be a friend, negotiate conflict, and 
show respect to others. 

The Nueva School founded the Institute for Social 
and Emotional Learning to offer professional 
development tools and skills to introduce and 
improve SEL initiatives in schools. Over the past 
five years, Seattle Country Day School has sent 
over one-third of its teachers to SEL workshops for 
hands-on learning experiences. 

“Teachers who are attracted to this, will implement 
social and emotional learning components 
naturally,” says Janice Toben, M.Ed., one of the 
founders of the Nueva School. Toben has visited 
SCDS several times and is noticing a steady 
change in how SEL is appearing on the SCDS 
campus. SEL is “becoming more mindful and 
intentional, and it’s showing up in the schedule,” 
Toben says. 

When SCDS Intermediate and Middle School 
Head, Dan Sweeney, and School Counselor, 
Amy Colfelt, walked through the doors of the 
Nueva School—an independent K-12 school in 
Hillsborough, California—they knew immediately 
they had something that Seattle Country Day 
School needed: SEl.

(L to r): Dan Sweeney, Janice Toben, amy Colfelt, rush Sabiston Frank, 
and Michael Murphy gather during the SeL workshop this past fall.

Third grade classes came together to create a 
complimenTree. The branches proudly display 
compliments  students have given their classmates.
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SCDS 3rd graders are regularly assigned SEL homework 
or are given secret missions, where they are asked to do 
something nice for friends and family. Classes perform 
check-ins after projects, field trips, and buddy activities for 
a chance to reflect on student interactions and experiences.

Strengthening emotional intelligence isn’t just for students. 
This past October, over 70 current SCDS parents (pictured 
above) gathered on campus for an interactive workshop 
with Toben and rush Sabiston Frank, M.S., founders of the 
Institute for Social and Emotional Learning.

The workshop focused on the importance of SEL and how 
it manifests in the classroom. Parents had a chance to hone 
their listening skills as they whirled though a speed-dating 
style meet-and-greet designed to highlight the importance 
of finding common interests. Enthusiastic participants even 
learned a handful of popular SEL terms. Words such as 
escalate, de-escalate, escalating staircase, and check-in 
now live in their lexicons. Parents parted ways with SEL 
exercises to try at home.

“It’s great because we all share a common vocabulary,” 
says Grade 3 Teacher, Duffy Lord, who assigns SEL 
homework to her students. 

The idea is that a common SEL vocabulary will help keep 
students, teachers, and parents on the same page when 
talking about feelings and circumstances. Parents can 
keep a copy of the escalating staircase on the fridge at 
home and use the common vocabulary to diffuse difficult 
situations with questions like, “How can we de-escalate this 
situation?” Parents can also use check-in activities to assess 
situations and explain their feelings to their children. For 
example, “When you do this it makes me feel like this…”. 

“Our ongoing implementation of SEL in all grades, K-8, 
complements and enhances our academic program,” says 
Head of School, Michael Murphy. “The school climate has 
improved in a genuine and authentic way.”

Learn more about how SEL is being used 
in the classroom and what teachers, 
parents, and students think of it by visiting: 
seattlecountryday.org/SEL

TrY IT aT HomE:
Bring SEL home with these simple activities . . .
>  SHoW graTITuDE: Before sitting down for a 

meal—or whenever the family is together—take 
a moment to let each person say one thing he or 
she is grateful for—and why.

>  CHECk In: Ask individuals to rank feelings and 
mood on a scale of one to ten. Change up the 
numbering system to make it interesting.

>  DraW IT: For those unsure of how they feel, or 
for those who cannot name a feeling with words, 
try grabbing a piece of paper and favorite 
colored pen and draw the feelings instead.

TEn SEl ConCEpTS:
 1   Communication
 2   Empathy
 3   Conflict Resolution
 4   Listening
 5   Anger/Disappointment Management
 6   Social Strategies/Power Plays
 7   Commitment to Others
 8   Community Building
 9   Valuing Each Other
 10   Self-Awareness
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school
around the

SCDS was happy to welcome 
its youngest WIlDCaTS to the 
community this year: Elke Spies 
(daughter of Grades 7-8 Science 
Teacher, James Spies); Evie 
Chambers (daughter of Grade 2 
Teacher, Erin Chambers); rylan 
Correll (son of Grade 3 Teacher, 
Julia Correll). 

SCDS BID farEWEll to two familiar faces this fall: 
Extended Day Director, ryan Chase, and Interim 
Extended Day Director, Colton Vander Vliet. Chase 
now teaches in the Kent School District, and Vander 
Vliet has joined the Peace Corps with his wife. 

To honor SCDS’s 50th 
anniversary, 7th and 
8th grade Ultimate 
players traveled to 
Winnipeg, Manitoba this 
fall to compete in the 
annual youth Ultimate 
tournament, HolD BaCk 
THE SnoW. Families from 
St. Johns-ravenscourt 
billeted SCDS players and 
two days of competitive 
Ultimate were spent at 
Assiniboine Park.
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This past winter, SCDS welcomed 
Elizabeth Andrews to SCDS as the 
new ExTEnDED DaY DIrECTor. 
Before joining the SCDS 
community, Andrews worked at the 
Anne Frank Trust UK. Prior to her 
time in London, she was Assistant 
Director for the before and after 
school program at St. Joseph 
School in Seattle. 

SCDS is taking student creativity to the next level! 
Humming away in the middle school tech lab is the 
MakerBot replicator, a 3D printer used to create projects 
from dragons to miniature furniture. Keeping it company, 
is the EpIlog laSEr mInI/HElIx 8000, supporting 
student applications to design 2D and 3D projects, from 
gear boxes to printing presses. Both were funded by the 
raise-the-Paddle at SCDS’s auction in 2014. 

For the 4th consecutive year, SCDS Wildcat Climbers are participating in the BIg ClImB, an annual race up the 
Columbia Tower in downtown Seattle to raise money for the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. The Wildcats are 
climbing to honor fellow Wildcat, Duncan Glew, who is currently in remission after being diagnosed with leukemia 
during his 6th grade year. Duncan is a Big Climb Honoree and is working to bring the fundraiser to Philadelphia, 
where he is currently receiving treatment. Learn more: http://goo.gl/YKXW38.

Join us in congratulating 
SCDS Grades 7-8 Language 
Arts Teacher, Brian Crawford. 
His novel, The Weaver’s 
scar: For our rWanda, 
was named Top Shelf Fiction 
for Middle School readers 
2014 by Voya Magazine: 
http://www.voyamagazine.
com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/01/Top-
Shelf-2014.pdf

SCDS Wildcat, lEo 
CoSTanza ’19, 
climbed to new heights 
this February, claiming 
silver at the American 
Bouldering National 
Championships (U11) 
in Madison, WI. 
Costanza has earned 
a spot on the US 
National Team.
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Join Us for sCDs's 

May 2 & 3, 2015
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

inqUiry Lab to Create the best 50th CeLebration:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ProbLeM:  how to gather as many sCDs alumni, alumni families, and former staff as possible. 

eqUiPMent:  a) 1 Mobile app b) 6 alumni awards c) Classmates, families & staff (quantity tbD)

ProCeDUre:
»  Connect: spread the word about our reunion
»  engage: nominate alumni for awards and submit photos & memories
»  Celebrate: rsVP for reunion Weekend 

              seattlecountryday.org/50th

satUrDay, May 2, reUnion oPen hoUse & reCePtion 

»  3:30-5:00 p.m. tour campus, visit with faculty, and attend mini-classes.
»  5:00-7:00 p.m.  enjoy festive libations and heavy hors d'oeuvres. 

hear stories from esteemed alumni and mix & mingle.

sUnDay, May 3, ULtiMate JaMboree at MagnUson 

»  Join Ultimate legend Mary Lowry, seattle rainmaker eddie feeley, and alumni for an 
Ultimate Jamboree.  

»  3:00-4:00 p.m. Warm up and team selection  
»  4:00-6:30 p.m. tournament play

resULts: 
 to create the best 
50th anniversary, 
we conclude the 
happiness quotient 
will continue to 
positively correlate 
with increased 
numbers of sCDs 
connections.

anniversary  
reunion50th
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CONNECT
WITH fElloW alumnI In SEConDS!

SCDS’s iPhone and Android 
mobile app is a NEW and EASY 
way to stay connected! 
THE SCDS moBIlE app provIDES SECurE  
aCCESS To fEaTurES SuCH aS:
> an alumni Directory
> nearby Map of SCDS Contacts
> SCDS Social Media Streams

The entire app is accessible exclusively to  
SCDS alumni through the use of your  
email address on record with the school. 

go to the Stay Connected tab  
of SCDS’s website to download  
or simply scan the Qr code! >

“ I was interested in reconnecting 
with people from SCDS; when I 
downloaded the app, I realized 
that many of them were living 
within blocks of my home!”  
SCDS alumnuS

>
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notes
class

CInDY pEYSEr 
Safronoff ’83 
ran a successful 
Kickstarter to 
support the 
launch of her 
book, Crossing 
Swords, which 
explores two 
opposing sides 
of an 1870s 
American 

marriage debate. The project was picked 
by staff as noteworthy for non-fiction 
and later was the featured project for 
publishing: www.Crossing-Swords.com.  

JEff WaTSon ’94 attended Lakeside and then went 
on to University of California, Los Angeles where he 
graduated summa cum laude. Watson was accepted to 
Harvard Medical School, graduating in 2009. He went 
on to residency at University of California, San Diego and 

is finishing this June, with 
a specialization in facial 
plastic and reconstructive 
surgery. He has been part 
of surgical teams that travel 
abroad to provide pro bono 
services for children in need; 
in particular, those with cleft 
palate. Watson recently went 
to Guatemala with “Face to 
Face” and is pictured with 
one of the young patients. 

paul STromBom ’00 received his BS in Biomedical 
Engineering from Brown University in 2008 and graduated 

from Tufts University School of 
Medicine in 2012. Strombom 
is in his third year of a five-year 
surgical residency at Mount Sinai 
Beth Israel Hospital in New York 
City. Over the past few years, he 
has had the opportunity to travel 
to Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, 
Morocco, France, Italy, Mexico, 
Chile, and Argentina.   

lIza SHoEnfElD ’01 is living in Seattle after a few 
years in San Francisco and New York City. She works  
at a boutique strategy consulting firm across the bridge 
from SCDS in Fremont and is thrilled to be back in  
Seattle for good!

JulIa Eng ’02 was married 
last August at Novelty Hill 
Januik, a winery in Woodinville, 
Washington. Her husband, Vonnel 
Atienza-Wilkinson, and she are 
living in Seattle, near Green Lake. 
She currently works in product 
management at Amazon.

Conor mYHrvolD ’03 finished a 
degree in Computational Science 
& Engineering at Harvard University 
and relocated from Boston to San 
Francisco. In Myhrvold’s words, he is 
“now on the right (but left) coast, on 
the Data Science & Analytics Team at 
Uber Technologies.” In the Bay Area, 

he has joined several other SCDS alums including: Aspen 
Jordan ‘03, Diana Hamilton ‘03, and Chrix Finne ’99. 

paul HolmES ’04 is a 
professional classical singer based 
in New York. recently, he was 
on NBC’s “The Sing-Off Holiday 
Special” with his electronic a 
cappella group, a.squared:  
www.youtube.com/thisisasquared.

DEvon THorSEll ’05 is a second year, dual-degree 
graduate student at University of Washington where she 
studies international studies and marine affairs. Thorsell 

was awarded a 
Foreign Language 
Area Studies 
(FLAS) Fellowship 
to study French to 
enhance the study 
of international 
cooperation in the 
Arctic region. She 

plans to graduate in December 2015. Thorsell is pictured 
to the left of Tony Blair with her classmates.
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anDrEa 
maSTErSon ’11 
won the Washington 
State 3A XC 
Championship this 
past November in 
17:30:90. Masterson 
currently attends 
Lakeside School.  

ColE STEpHEnS ‘11 is wrapping up his senior year at Lakeside 
School. Stephens received the “Newcomer of the Year” award 
after his freshman year on the JV football squad despite having 
no previous experience. He continued to embrace all the 
challenges of the game and played running back and safety 
this fall, helping the Lions secure their first Metro playoff run in 
ten years. Stephens was elected a team captain and awarded 
Offensive Player of the Year 
and MVP by the Lions. In 
addition, he was voted Second 
Team All Metro for both his 
offensive and defensive play 
and received a Scholar-Athlete 
Award from the National 
Football Foundation. Stephens 
will be attending Amherst 
College in the fall where he will 
play football for the Lord Jeffs.

ColE mCCullougH ’12, a junior at Seattle Academy, won 
the Emerald City League Team Championship in golf, finishing 
undefeated for the second straight season. McCullough will 
compete—along with five teammates—in the Emerald City 
League Tournament this spring.  

mElIna CoSTanza ’14 placed 
9th at the IFSC Climbing World 
Youth Championship in Noumea, 
New Caledonia this past September 
2014. Costanza also placed 1st in 
bouldering (U15) at the Pan American 
Championships held in Mexico City, 
Mexico this fall and went on to win 
gold at the American Bouldering 
National Championships in Madison, 
WI. She is the new National 
Champion in the U17 category. 

Have updates or memories to share about yourself  
or a former SCDS student? Email or address changes? 
Contact: alumni@seattlecountryday.org

STaY ConnECTED! plug in With  
FelloW alumni

SCDS ClaSS agEnTS
As SCDS celebrates its 50th year, efforts 
continue to reconnect with alumni. Class 
Agents play a vital role linking fellow 
alumni to their peers as well as to the 
school. reach out to a Class Agent below 
for the latest updates on events, plugging 
in via social media, reconnecting for the 
50th, and more. Don’t see your class year? 

ConSiDer  
BeCoMing  
a SCDS CLaSS  
agenT: 
1981: Anastacia Dillon
1983: rudy Gadre & Jason Froggatt 
1985: Karim Lessard & Wendy McDermott 
1988: Carolyn Holtzen
1989: Lisa Narodick Colton
1990: Sarah Leung
1991: Catherine Burns Humbert 
1993: Josh Donion
2000: Sam Fisher & Emily Hamilton
2001: Laurel Stewart
2013: Emily Jordan & Emma Engle
2014: Emmy Hunt

Above (L to r): Karim Lessard, Lisa Narodick 
Colton, Sam Fisher, Catherine Burns 
Humbert, and Carolyn Holtzen gather this 
past January for an Alumni Agent gathering.
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diversity statement SCDS actively seeks to increase the 
breadth of our entire community: the gifted children at the 
center of a dynamic learning process, their families, and the 
school’s faculty, staff, and Board of Trustees. We aspire to include 
a wide variety of backgrounds and perspectives; to foster an 
understanding and acceptance of differences; and to cultivate 
diverse thinking critical for creative problem solving.

non-discrimination statement Seattle Country Day School 
strives to maintain a diverse school  community. The school 
does not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, creed, 
national or ethnic origin, gender, sexual orientation, or disability 
in administration of its educational policies, admission, financial 
aid, or any other school-administered programs.

Kinesis comes from the Greek word for motion, and “kinetics” is 
used in the vernacular to describe mechanics associated with the 
forces that cause motions of bodies. At SCDS, we’re all about 
energy and active learning. Every day, SCDS teachers engage 
students’ minds and bodies through inquiry-based teaching. 

 

Despite less-than-ideal snow conditions 
this year, SCDS students and alumni 

exhibited their Winterim spirit!
SCDS community members are pictured proudly displaying  

their limited edition 50th anniversary ski flags!


